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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
ALBERT B, SHUITZ, OF BUFFALO, NEW YoRK. 

To all whom it may concern: w 
Be it known that I, ALBERT B. S.H.I.T.Z, a 

citizen of the United States, residing at 
Buffalo, in the county of Erie and State of . 
New York, have invented new and useful 
Improvements in Gas-Engine Bodies or 
Frames, of which the following is a specifi 
cation. 
This invention relates to gas engines and 

more particularly to such engines in which 
the body or frame comprises upper and 
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lower base sections which are detachably 
connected with each other and one or more 
cylinders which are detachably mounted on 
the upper base section. In this type of gas 
engines which are used more particularly 
for motor boats and the like a plurality of cylinders are usually arranged in a longi 
tudinal row so that the base is liable to 
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bend, spring or sag under the weight im 
posed upon the same and not only interfere 
with the free rotation of the mail shaft 
which is mounted on the base but also cause displacement of other parts of the engine, 
and thereby reduce, its efficiency and also 
rendei the same liable to break. . 

In the bodies of gas engines. of this type 
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as heretofore constructed the cylinders were 
also usually connected with the base by 
means of screws having their heads a 
ranged outside of the cylinders and passing 
cylinders which construction is objection 
E. for the reason that these langes are 
liable to be broken off and are also unsightly 
on the outer side of the body and difficult 
to keep clean. 
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It is one of the objects of this invention 
to so design the upper section of the base 
upon which the crank shaft is mounted that 
the opposite longitudinal edges of the same 
which rest upon the lower base section are 
arranged at a point below the axis of the 
crankshaft bearings, whereby an arch or 
truss is formed transversely of the upper 
base section which effectually braces or 
strengthens this base section and also resists 
any tendency of the crankshaft. bearings 
to sag out of their normal position. 
Another object of this invention is to so 

' construct the lower edge portions of the 

55 
parts of suc 
upper base section that the same are mate rially trength strengthening means to pro 
ject beyond the outer side of this section and 
also to arrange the connections between the 
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upper and lower base sections within the upper base section, thereby not only. i 
proving the appearance of the same but als 
avoiding external obstructions which other 
wise would render it difficult to keep th engine clean. 
A further object of this invention is to so . 

connect the cylinders of the body with the 
base thereof that the fastening means are 6. 
arranged within the base and concealed 
from view and the use of external connect 

66. 

ing flanges is avoided and instead the lower . . 
ends of the water jacket are utilized to re 
ceive the fastening bolts so that these water 
jackets serve the added purpose of connect 
ing opposite ends of the cylinders and thus 
strengthening the same in a direction 
lengthwise of their axes. 
In the accompanying drawings: Figure 

is a vertical transverse section of a gas en 
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gine body embodying my improvements, the 
section being taken through one of the cyl 
inders. 
dinal section thereof taken through the cyl 
inders and the crank shaft bearings. . . . 

Similar characters of reference indicate : corresponding parts in both figures. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary longitu 
80 

In its general organization the engine. : : 
body containing my improvements com 
prises a lower base section 1, an upper base 85 
section 2 and a cylinder section 3. The 
lower base section has its central part dished 
downwardly so as to form a pan or basin 4 
and at its opposite longitudinal edges this 
pan is provided with outwardly projecting 90 
flanges 5 the upper sides of which are pref. 
erably provided with channels or grooves 6 
adapted to receive the oil which drips 
downwardly from the upper external-sur 
faces of the engine. 
The upper base section comprises two lon 

gitudinal side walls or sides 7, 7 which pref 
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erably diverge downwardly and rest at 
their lower edges upon the longitudinal 
edges or flages of the lower base section, 100 y 

these walls being provided at suitable places. 
with hand holes 8 which are normally closed 
by covers 9 secured thereto by means of 
Screws 10, as shown, or other suitable means. The upper base section is prefer 105. 
ably detachably connected with the lower 

ranged on the inne 

base section by means of upright screws 11. 
arranged adjacent to the inner side of the 
longitudinal walls of the upper base sec 
tion and passing Egg projections 12 ar 

side of the lower base, . 
110 

  



section adjacent to opposit, longitudinal 
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edges thereof, whereby these fastening 
means are concealed from view and not only 
improve the appearance of the engine but 
also render it possible to keep the engine 
clean more easily. These projections 2 are: 
preferably constructed in the form of chan 
nels extending lengthwise of the upper-base 
section, as shown in the drawings, so that 
they also serve to materially strengthen the 
same without any increase in Weight. 
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At suitable intervals and adjacent to their 
opposite ends the longitudinal galls of the 
upper base section are connected by trans 
verse webs 13, which extend substantially the 
entire height of these sides or walls and each 
of which is provided at its lower edge and 
midway between the longitudinal walls of 
the upper base section with a segmental 
crankshaft bearing forming part of a com 
plete bearing 14 in which the main or crank 
shaft 15 of the engine is journaled. Hereto 
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fore the axes of the several bearings of the 
uper base section have been arranged hori 
zontally in line with the joint between the 
upper and lower base sections which con 
struction in the case of a very long engine 
base having a large number of cylinders is 
objectionable for the reason that the base is 
liable to spring or bend under the weight 
imposed upon the same and permit the 
crank shaft bearings to sag to such an ex 
tent that this shaft would be displaced and 
not only bind in its bearings but also become 
cramped with reference to other parts asso 
ciated therewith and therefore not only work 
improperly but also impair the efficiency or 
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output of the engine as well as increase the 
upkeep of the same. To avoid such sagging 
of the crank shaft bearings the same are so 
arranged on the webs of the upper base sec 
tion that the lower edges of the walls of this 
section are arranged below the axes of the 
crank shaft bearings, as shown in Fig. 1, in 
other words, the joint between the upper 
and lower base sections is below the axes of 
the crank shaft bearings. By thus arrang 
ing the axes of the crank shaft bearings 
above the lower edges of the longitudinal 
walls of the lower base section, a plurality 
of transverse arches or trusses is produced 
which not only materially strengthens or 
stiffens the same as a whole but also pre 
vents the crank shaft bearings from sagging 
so that displacement of the crank shaft is 
positively prevented. This arching or brac 
ing effect of the upper base section is further 
increased by reason of the downwardly di 
verging arrangement of the longitudinal 
walls thereof.; so that, taken as a whole the 
several 
up ^r base section are so arranged that no. 
two of these planes are arranged parallel. 
with each other, this being due to the fact 

5 that the upper side or surface of the upper 

planes, of the main surfaces of the 
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base section is horizontal, the lower side 
thereof consists of two surface sections which diverge or slant downwardly from 
the crank shaft bearings to the longitudinal 
lower edges of the side walls, and the side 
walls diverge or slant downwardly from the 
top of the upper base section toward the bot 
tom thereof, as clearly shown in Fig. 1. 

Furthermore by so constructing the Sup 
ports for the crank shaft bearings so that 
the undersides of these supports diverge 
from the bearings downwardly to the rest 
ing edges of the upper base section greater 
clearance space is provided within the base 
in order to permit an attendant to readily 
gain access to these bearings for inspection, 
adjustment and repairs of the same and 
other parts within the base. 

Each of the cylinders 16 of the cylinder 
section projects with its lower end down 
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85 
wardly through an opening in the top of the 
upper base section and is provided with a 
downwardly facing shoulder 17 which rests 
upon the upper edges of the longitudinal 
walls and the adjacent transverse webs. 
Surrounding each of the cylinders is a 
water jacket or shell 18 which is separated 
from the latter so as to form an intervening 
water space 19 but is connected at its upper 
and lower ends with the corresponding up 
per and lower ends of the respective cylin 
der. At its lower end each of the water 
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jackets or shells is thickened as shown at 20 
and provided with downwardly opening 
Screw threaded sockets 21. The latter are 
adapted to receive the upper ends of fasten 
ling 
lugs 23 at the upper edges of the longitudi 
nal walls of the upper base section and have 
their heads, bearing against the underside of 
Said lugs, 
upper base section are concealed from view 
and externally projecting bolts are avoided 
whereby the engine is not only improyed in 
appearance but cleaning of the same is also 
more convenient. . 

Screws 22 which pass through internal. 

00 
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By this means the fastenings 

which connect the cylinder sections with the 

Furthermore, by connecting the lower 
ends of the water jackets directly with the 
upper base Section these jackets serve as a 
tie between the upper and lower ends of 
the cylinder and aid in materially strength 
ening the latter. 

5 

From the foregoing it will be clearly ap 
parent that by extending the longitudinal 
Walls of the upper base section downwardly 
below the axes of the crank shaft bearin 
an increased vertical section of metal is ob 
tained in the webs and longitudinal walls of 
this section which is so distributed that a 
unuch stronger and rigid structure is pro 
duced, the jackets of the cylinders which 
have heretofore been used solely for cooling 
purposes are now also utilized to double the 
tie between" the ends of the cylinders and 
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increase the durability of the engine as a 
... whole, and by concealing within the base the 

O 
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fastenings which connect the upper base sec 
tion with the lower base section and cylinder 
section, a smooth and finished external ap pearance of the engine body is produced. 
No claim is made in the present case for 

the means whereby the upper base section 
is secured to the lower base section and to 
the cylinder, these features forming the sub 
ject of a separate application for patent 
which was filed October 29, 1915, Serial No. 
58,577. 

If desired the lower base section may be 
dispensed with in which case the upper sec 
tion alone serves as the body and rests at its 
lower edges on a suitable support. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. A body for gas engines comprising a 

lower base section, and an upper base sec 
tion having two longitudinal walls, the 
lower edges of which are secured to the 

3. 

lower base section and also having supports. 
which are provided with crank shaft bear 
ings and which diverge on their under sides 
from said bearings downwardly to the edges 
of said upper base section, the joint between 
said upper and lower base sections being ar 
ranged below the axes of said crank shaft 'bearings. 

2. A crank case, comprising a body por 
tion including sides and webs adjacent the 
opposite ends of said sides extending sub 
stantially the entire height of said sides and 
having segmental crank shaft bearings 
formed in their bottom faces, said bottom 
faces slanting downwardly from said bear 
ings to said sides. 
Witness my hand this 24th day of Feb 

ruary, 1915. 
Y ALBERT B. SHULTZ. Witnesses: 
THEO. L. PoPP, 
ARMA HEIGIs. . 
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